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Abstract 
 
In the age of digital disruption, values, assets, business models, and processes are constantly 
challenged, new ones emerge, and others fade. Throughout this transition some markets and 
industries are experiencing a dramatic shift as their value propositions are inadequate to support 
the new business models. Life as we know it is changing, we are changing. In an hyperconnected 
world where everyone can potentially interact with anyone, it does make sense to talk about a 
digital information ecosystem. 
One of the emerging issues is the creation and spread of false information, involving various 
stakeholders and causing many discussions and research.  In this context we are studying the role 
of social media in the information disorder ecosystem, the initiatives that have been developed 
and the taxonomies of false information types in order to suggest our own typology.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction -Background 
 
In the age of digital disruption, values, assets, business models, and processes are 
constantly challenged, new ones emerge, and others fade. Throughout this transition 
some markets and industries are experiencing a dramatic shift as their value propositions 
are inadequate to support the new business models. Life as we know it is changing, we 
are changing. In an hyperconnected world where everyone can potentially interact with 
anyone, following a many-to-many communication model, producing, disseminating and 
receiving huge amounts of data, it does make sense to talk about a digital information 
ecosystem. One of the domains dramatically affected by those changes, is the media 
system. Traditional media like press are in deep crisis whereas a very innovative and 
complex online information business model has been formed the last years.    
At the core of this digital transformation is the introduction of the innovative business 
model of online platforms contrary to the traditional linear model followed offline. The 
intrusion of social media platforms in our lives and the profound changes are undeniable. 
One impressive aspect of this new reality is the use of social media as information sources, 
something that has amplified this shift in the information ecosystem. The online platforms 
have been linked with the spread of political and social propaganda and the introduction 
of content monetization advertising models.  
One dimension of this new status is the spread of false information, polluting this fragile 
digital information ecosystem. As a result, anyone can produce false or low-quality 
content as an authoritative legitimate source, driven by malicious or other motives with 
potential harmful impact. This is not because humanity has recently discovered harmful 
intentions in information production. Propaganda, pseudoscience and other types of false 
information were always there. Spreading false or inaccurate information for political or 
other reasons is a phenomenon almost as old as human societies.  Internet is actually a 
mirror of society, people are creating and sharing online content guided by various 
motives. What is rather different now causing numerous discussions, is that everything 
happens in global scale, with unprecedent speed and with the use of leading-edge 
technology and compound business models. False information takes various forms and 
the rise in the use of social media and the related implications cannot be ignored in a 
discussion concerning information disorder. 
To begin with, it is necessary to start with definitions and the background. We are 
deliberately avoiding the ambiguous term “fake news” which has been extensively and 
almost abusively used in some cases to describe everything without considering unique 
aspects and characteristics, instead we favor the term false information. Fake is 
something that is “not genuine; imitation or counterfeit” whereas news mean “newly 
received or noteworthy information, especially about recent events.” But there are many 
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cases of false information where there might be some level of facticity or describing past 
events as present thus contradicting with the definitions of fake and news. All these 
details introduce unique attributes that should be carefully examined before deciding for 
a piece of content to be judged as fake or not. Especially when we talk about detection 
methods those distinct attributes are even more important. Consequently, even by 
definition the term proves to be inadequate to grasp all dimensions of information 
pollution. Additionally, the “fake news” virality started immediately after the US elections 
in 2016 and has been often used since then, in a political context characterizing any 
content that disagreed with a certain party. Alexios Mantzarlis, director of the Poynter 
Institute's International Fact-Checking Network, blames media for this confusion and the 
misuse of the term. [94] 
Even though 2016 was the year that the term fake news gained huge publicity, 
researchers have been pointing out its severity many years before that. The World 
Economic Forum and its Global Risks report from 2013 places misinformation as one of 
the modern dangers to society. [83] Massive digital misinformation is considered a global 
risk amongst others such as terrorism or cyber-attacks. The graph below shows how 
hyperconnectivity is the fueling power of potential digital wildfires. (Figure 1) 
 
  
Figure 1: Digital Wildfires in a Hyperconnected World, WEF Global Risks report 2013 [6] 
 
The inventor of world wide web, Sir Tim Burners Lee admits that it is too easy for 
misinformation to spread online placing this as one of the 3 challenges web faces today. 
[113] The European External Action Service has been working since 2015 to challenge 
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disinformation campaigns recognizing the danger that fake news poses to democracy via 
the exposure of citizens to large scale disinformation. In April 2017, Vice-President Andrus 
Ansip in charge of the completion of the Digital Single Market in the European 
Commission, [118] characterized fake news as a major online problem related to issues 
like the protection of freedom of speech, media literacy and quality journalism. One 
month later, European Commission President Juncker in a letter to the Commissioner for 
the Digital Economy and Society, pointed out the role of online platforms in disseminating 
false information and urges for actions at EU level to protect the citizens. [67] 
This significant amount of attention around information pollution which makes it seem 
like a modern issue, does not come out of nowhere. Information is power and when 
access to trusted information is hampered and at the same time false information is 
spread intentionally, then we are talking about an information warfare in the internet age. 
A google search of the term “fake news” gives about 700.000.000 results.  The rather 
vague and often misused term became wide popular in 2016. A search in Google Trends 
shows that the interest around fake news has risen sharply in November 2016 and kept 
increasing until January, when it reached an even higher volume. (Figure 2) This pattern 
has a very concrete explanation behind it and is inextricably tied to the US presidential 
elections held in 8/11/2016 and the campaign before that in favor of Donald Trump. Right 
after the elections Hillary Clinton made a speech where she focused on fake news and 
propaganda that prevailed in social media and how that had consequences to the real 
world, not only in politics but also posing danger at the lives of ordinary people 
threatening democracy.  [16] Even if it was not very clear that she referred to Trump’s 
victory, Trump realized that this could delegitimize his win, so he made a clever move 
returning the term back to the media, claiming that fake news is actually something 
designed to hurt him. In January 2017, president Trump, after calling a journalist fake 
news he made also a relevant tweet arrogating the term [34] (Figure 3) and ever since, 
politicians, journalists and other stakeholders have been calling “fake news” any content 
from advertisement and clickbait to propaganda and conspiracy theories. He even handed 
out “Fake News Awards" for 2017 [92]. The “winners” were reporters of some of the most 
famous media outlets of US, who had made errors or poor predictions concerning Trump 
himself, like for example the investigations into collusion between the Trump campaign 
and Russia. Even though when the awards were announced members of the media joked 
about this bizarre situation that seemed like a parody, others warned about how this 
could end up in violating ethical rules especially concerning the involvement of White 
House staff members. [66] 
But the damage had already been done, now that “fake news” can mean almost anything, 
it has actually lost every meaning.  
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Figure 2 – Google Trends. The term “fake news” from 2015-2018 
 
 
Figure 3 Donald Trump Fake news tweet [34] 
 
In Figure 4 we can see two of the most popular false information stories of 2016 that 
circulated in social media receiving around 2.000.000 engagements on Facebook in total 
by November that year. [54] With an article published in 03/11/2016 in Buzzfeed, editor 
Craig Silverman revealed that, in a small town in the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia at least 140 political websites were launched publishing sensationalist and 
most of the times false content, that was aiming to supporters of Trump and especially 
conservatives in the US. [24]. To what extent may have those websites affected the results 
of the election cannot be easily answered and is out of scope of this thesis.  
Nevertheless, in a very extended research that has been made by the university of Exeter 
in January 2018 [8], it was estimated that 27.4% of Americans visited an article on a fake 
news website supporting either Trump or Clinton during the last weeks of 2016 election 
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campaign. If this sounds like a rather small percentage, it corresponds to 65 million 
people. 
 
 
Figure 4 Two of the most famous fake news stories [54] 
 
This story with the teenagers in FYROM creating and spreading false information through 
social media accounts is an excellent case study from many aspects.  As they have 
admitted [24] they don’t present themselves as supporters of Trump, their motivation is 
clearly economical, and it depicts a fraction of a complex advertising ecosystem operating 
as a black box. What they do is straightforward, they are producing false information 
addressing one of the richest advertising markets and especially Facebook, the world's 
largest social network.  The concept is simple, they start by creating a sensationalist 
headline, share it on Facebook and then generate traffic to their website. Increased 
number of clicks provides increased earnings from ads. The more traffic was generated 
the more generously those websites were rewarded by automated advertising engines, 
like Google’s AdSense. [1]. A Buzzfeed News analysis [25] found that during the last three 
months of the US presidential campaign the most famous fake election news stories on 
Facebook, outperformed those of manor news agencies, in terms of engagement. (Figure 
5) 
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Figure 5 Fake news election stories – Facebook engagement [54] 
 
There have been various surveys measuring the reach and dissemination of proved false 
information articles and many others expressing peoples’ concern and inability to discern 
it. But realizing and depicting the actual ideological, political, economic and social impact 
in the real world in a quantitative way is not an easy process.  From politics and elections 
to immigration and medicine issues, false information can have some very real and 
dangerous consequences. 
The elections’ integrity is questioned in the digital era and this is a worldwide 
phenomenon. From Italy, Sweden and France to Brazil, Israel, Kenya and Nigeria there is 
a debate focused on how online disinformation might influence the vote and cause social 
unrest. [102,128,129] 
A research that measured the reach of online disinformation in Europe and especially 
France and Italy, [109] showed that the level of Facebook interaction created by a small 
number of false news outlets was equal to or in some cases exceeded those produced by 
the most prominent news brands. In September 2018, during the last Swedish elections, 
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where political parties failed to form a coalition government, there was research proving 
that social networks contributed to the election results that led to this deadlock. 
In fact, Sweden where school students are taught to detect fake news, was prepared to 
tackle any attempt by Russian propaganda and disinformation campaigns but instead 
disinformation on social media was homegrown as proved by the Oxford Internet 
Institute. 80% of the top false information stories were Swedish and many of them 
promoted anti-immigrant narratives, in favor of the Sweden Democrats, a party that has 
no willing coalition partners. [84] In Brazil where the most polarized election so far took 
place last October, it is said that false information deluged social media and especially 
Facebook and WhatsApp to the extent that it exceeded the accurate coverage of the 
campaigns. Disinformation spread over WhatApp before the elections targeting millions 
of Brazilians. [93] The electoral court of Brazil ordered Facebook to remove links to 33 
fake news articles that targeted a candidate with claims such as that he wanted to 
“sexualise” children. [33] In Nigeria communal violence was provoked by false claims 
circulated on Facebook. In head of the next year’s elections the Nigerian media are 
forming a coalition to tackle fake news. [129] In Africa WhatsApp is the most popular 
messaging application, and its end-to-end encryption makes it hard to monitor news as it 
propagates on the platform. During Kenya’s 2017 tense elections, 90% of population had 
heard or seen false stories related to the election according to a study. WhatsApp and 
Facebook were at the forefront of this dangerous fake news cycle. [Figure 6, 122] The 
responsible authorities in Kenya even set rules that could guide anyone who shared 
disputable political content on social media in jail for 5 years or paying a fine at the best-
case scenario. Google has announced its cooperation with fact-checking organizations like 
Africa Check to check online content. 
 
 
Figure 6 Social media as a key news conduit in Kenya's 2017 elections [122] 
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If politics and elections is one of the major fields that are closely related to false 
information, immigration is the second one.  There have been some studies in Germany 
and US which link the prevalence of social networks with an increase of hate crimes. In 
March 2018 Mueller and Schwarz [98] showed that there has been a rise in anti-Muslim 
hate crimes after Donald Trump's presidential campaign which included tweets about 
Islam topics and was focused in areas with high Twitter usage. The timing is important, 
hate crimes were committed after the start of his campaign. A similar study in Germany 
[97] suggests that social media apart from its role in spreading disinformation and hateful 
ideas, in some case they could also motivate real-life action. Especially they connected 
the significant social media presence of a right-wing party (AfD) and particularly the anti-
refugee sentiment on Facebook with violent crimes against refugees in municipalities 
where the social media usage was higher. 
 
The Policy Institute at King’s College London conducted a research in UK about Brexit 
public misperceptions comparing them with conclusions from the government-
commissioned Migration Advisory Committee (MAC) report. [124] The survey shows that 
there are important misperceptions around key facts for Brexit. Three of the subjects 
people were mostly wrong concerning European immigration were the crime increase, 
the decrease in quality of healthcare services and the increases in unemployment among 
lower skilled workers born in the UK [104] 
 
In Italy a Buzzfeed news investigation [1] suggests that a huge network of Italian news 
websites and Facebook pages owned by an entrepreneur in Rome were responsible for 
spreading false information. The content varied from misleading stories about tragic 
events to hyperpartisan stories about immigration, nationalist and Islamophobic rhetoric.  
 
Finland was the first European country to take action against disinformation. [51] In 
October 2018 a court has ordered three pro-Kremlin trolls to pay 136,000 euros to 
Jessikka Aro, a Finnish journalist who was the first to investigate Russia’s information 
operations and internet trolls. Since then, she was a target receiving systematic 
defamation consisting of a hate campaign that included from memes and parodies to false 
accusations and even death threats. The trolls also received prison terms. The verdict was 
considered a victory against online disinformation and hate speech. 
 
But false information doesn’t necessarily have to be triggered by special conditions like 
elections or social phenomenon like immigration. For those still wondering how an online 
conspiracy theory can have actual effect on real life, the best example come from India, 
one of the largest markets for WhatsApp. False rumors concerning child kidnappers went 
viral on the messaging application something that prompt mobs to kill two dozen of 
innocent people since April in 11 Indian states. The poor education of millions of Indians 
led them quickly to believe what they received on their phones. WhatsApp said it was 
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shocked by the violence and promised to take action after Indian authorities blamed the 
platform for irresponsibility. [125] 
 
Another example is the famous “pizzagate” story during presidential campaign in 2016 in 
the US.  The conspiracy theory blamed Hillary Clinton and John Podesta who used to run 
her campaign and whose mails had been hacked earlier, that they held a child sex ring at 
Comet Ping Pong a pizzeria in DC. The original Facebook post appeared on October 29th, 
2016. The story was reproduced by fake news and pro-Trump websites and found support 
by alt-right activists and Trump’s supporters who contributed to its astonishing 
engagement, embellishing it with sensationalist headlines. The result? On December 4 
the same year, Edgar Maddison Welch armed with three guns, entered the restaurant 
which was at the moment full of clients and children among them. (Figure 7, [6]) He fired 
on of his three guns, fortunately without victims as this could be another mass shooting. 
Employees and clients managed to leave the place while he was wondering around trying 
to find “evidence”. He said we wanted to investigate himself the online reports of children 
abuse. [6] This is just one of shocking example showing how online fabrications often 
blended with distorted] facts can have serious implications threatening not only 
democracy but human lives.  
 
Figure 7 The Pizzagate story - The arrest of Edgar Maddison Welch [6] 
 
Terror attack and intense weather phenomenon also offer a great field for fake news 
spread with equally disastrous effects. Hurricane Irma in US in 2017 caused real storm of 
fake news that even the White house tweeted a fake footage. In fact, the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency had to create a list of associated rumors to keep people 
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informed. Indicatively more than 6 million people watched a fabricated live video of a 
storm that had taken place in Canada. 
The medicine realm is also not immune to false information attach and it is not difficult 
to imagine how pseudoscience, for example an anti-vaccination theory [29] or claims 
about weird cancer therapies can tremendously affect people’s lives.  The motivations 
vary, but fake medical news and easily gain publicity and attract interest increasing ad 
revenue. Doctors mention that they usually have to spend a lot of time to debunk false 
medical claims their patients have read on the web. [85] A study published in June 2018 
[105] showed how false medical news that spread in social media can harm public health. 
Analyzing links about common diseases in the period 2012-2017 they found that 40% of 
them contained false information. According to another research by The Independent, 
[78] false information about serious health conditions like cancer (Figure 8) or HPV, is 
shared more widely than evidence-based reports. Public Health England has expressed 
concern about the made-up health news shared online while the Cancer Research 
UK asked the social network to act.  
 
 
Figure 8 Example of made up scientific claim circulated in Facebook [78] 
 
According to a report by Euractiv [42], 3 million people die every year from vaccine-
preventable diseases.  The report links this with an online fake news bombardment of 
anti-vaccination campaigns that in recent years had a harmful effect on EU public health 
since some old diseases appeared again in Europe. 
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We can all realize how easily panic may spread, polarization might increase and what 
consequences that may have combined with malicious motives. And even when the fake 
news story is debunked, the impact is still there. The reason why people insist on false 
beliefs or embrace conspiracy theories even when truth is revealed, has roots in 
phycology and is out of scope of this study. It is worth to mention though that people 
accept more easily information that strengthens their prior beliefs (confirmation bias). 
[26] 
False information is nourished in troubled times. In times of social disorder people tend 
to believe stories that confirm their antipathy towards other groups. [19] It is important 
to keep in mind that online false information is not only a technology-driven phenomenon 
but is shaped by societies since topics of false stories strongly reflect national news 
agendas.  [37]  
 
Starting by the ability we have as human to distinguish fake from real the results are 
rather disappointing. The Stanford History Education Group (SHEG), conducted one of the 
biggest surveys showing how teens evaluate information they find online and one of their 
findings is that students actually have trouble judging the credibility of information online. 
[117] The various impacts may have not been analyzed extensively but they sure set an 
alarm for media literacy, user education, detection methods and self-regulatory 
frameworks for online platforms. 
In order to grasp the complexity of the above ecosystem, new definitions, frameworks 
and initiatives should be developed. A necessity to identify all involving stakeholders and 
investigate their role, motives, impact, actions is becoming essential. Enclosing all 
different entities and concepts, under a unified framework, considering all different 
interactions is a complex and ongoing process and certainly no static considering the 
digital disruption era.   
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Chapter 2 Scope and Methodology  
 
2.1 Scope 
 
It is clear by now that there is an ongoing discussion around the digital information 
ecosystem and the implications and concerns raised by the spread of false information. 
Having identified already some critical stakeholders of the information disorder problem 
and underlined a broad range of impacts, we believe that there is a very concrete need 
for contributing towards further understanding and clarifying critical aspects. 
Diving into the unique attributes of the entities of this network and the relationships 
amongst them, many research areas emerge. From the users’ point of view media literacy 
and crowdsourcing tools, from the platforms side the urge for technical adaptations in 
their algorithms for transparency and detection methods, from the tools side advanced 
detection algorithms following the emerging technologies, from the state side policies, 
frameworks and regulations to tackle disinformation ensuring freedom of speech and 
media plurality. Our interest is on two topics deriving from the information pollution 
problem, resulting in a dual scope. 
On the first part in chapter 3 we study the role and special characteristics of social media 
platforms and their contribution in the amplification of the phenomenon along with the 
new online advertising business models. Recognizing the fact that disinformation touches 
a broad segment of actors in the ecosystem, they all have a significant role and 
responsibilities in the battle against information pollution. In this context, we are also 
identifying code of practices and platform policies that have been published in order to 
tackle disinformation and see how these relate to rules and disciplines of traditional 
media.  
In chapter 4 our focus is on definitions and types of information disorder. Studying the 
literature, we have identified a long list of terms, often used interchangeably to describe 
specific types of disinformation content. The lack of common language is a problem when 
working on new methods and initiatives under a common goal. Throughout our research, 
a very fragmented landscape was shaped concerning definitions. The confusion around 
the term “fake news” was inherited to many research works. Having clear definitions of a 
problem is a first step towards tackling it. Consequently, our intention was to identify, 
and study suggested taxonomies of false information and create a dictionary of all terms 
used in literature to describe types of false information. From this long list of terms and 
after applying some filtering based on logical questions, we conclude to our own list of 
disinformation types. Finally, we introduce a unified framework for all main types of 
disinformation mapping each of our types with categorization dimensions extracted from 
literature.  
17 
 
2.2 Methodology 
 
For the first part of this thesis, the role of social media in the information disorder 
ecosystem and the study of initiatives and policies, a web survey methodology was 
selected. Taking into account the dynamics of the discussion around disinformation, the 
recency of global attention and the variety of selected sources including websites and 
platforms, a survey was considered the best option. Studying a phenomenon that is 
radically changing it seems more appropriate to use an unstructured method to be able 
to follow the constant flow of news and updates which have not necessarily yet been 
captured in papers.  
Our research here was focused on platforms and their released policies, surveys and 
research from Europe and USA on the use of social media and their connection with 
spread of false information, responses by the new online advertising model stakeholders 
such as IAB Europe, the European-level industry association for the digital advertising 
ecosystem and of course reports and actions published by European Commission to tackle 
disinformation. Our work was also well supported by sources on the internet such as from 
Poynter organization, First draft, Medium, IAB, Co-inform and many trusted websites like 
Buzzfeednews, Gartner, Fortune, Statista. 
Concerning chapter 4 a formal and structured method was considered more appropriate 
to encounter all relevant work around taxonomies. We followed a systematic literature 
review approach based on Kitchenham’s et al. methodological guidelines. The research 
of the articles started in July 2018 and was completed in October 2018. By following this 
formal method with explicit inclusion and exclusion criteria, we intend to provide a 
replicable research review with minimal bias arising from review process itself.   
During our research, we encountered additional types of false information that were 
found in the literature but were not under a taxonomy framework. In order to have a 
holistic view of this spectrum we decided to expand our search and review the literature 
out of the framework of taxonomical models, extending our typology with additional 
types of false information having as an ultimate goal to further strengthen our model.  
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Chapter 3 Social media and initiatives mapping 
 
3.1 The role of social media in the information disorder ecosystem 
 
3.1.1 Moving from traditional news to social media-based news consumption 
 
Internet and social media have changed dramatically the way people create, share, 
receive and interpret information. The online communication channels people use in their 
everyday lives are those that make them take consciously or unconsciously decisions, 
since the received information is guiding the decision-making process.  
In this context, we are studying the role of social media in the information disorder 
ecosystem with the shift from traditional journalism to social media era and the 
connection between their increased use and the rise of false information. We are focusing 
on some special characteristics of those platforms and the role of digital advertising and 
content monetization, that foster the amplification of false information. 
The underlying technology of social media has amplified the profound changes in the 
news creation process and created an environment where disinformation may spread 
easier. The main differences between traditional and internet news process are that 
content no longer needs to be created by professionals, content creators may be 
anonymous, the absence of editorial policy, unlimited publication space and finally the 
extremely vital role consumers play as gatekeepers and amplifiers of information, able to 
decide through new technologies what other consumers also consume. [131] The below 
Figure 9 models the differences between traditional and internet news process. Including 
those described above we could say that the absence of a single point where content can 
be created, exchanged and controlled is one of the main characteristics of this new era.  
Figure 9 Traditional VS Internet news process [ 86] 
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The online economy evolves rapidly and touches virtually every aspect of our lives and 
social media redefine the global landscape. Borrowing the concepts of Porter’s five forces 
model, we would say that considering a news market operating on social networks the 
barriers to entry are low because the costs of entry and content production are trivial. 
This is a major deviation from traditional media that has significantly reduced the editorial 
quality control in news distribution. 
 
3.1.2 The rise and dynamics of social media as news channels 
 
Social media’s role as facilitators and gatekeepers of information [45] brings fundamental 
changes in the digital news ecosystem. One impact of this new model is the dissemination 
and increase of false information. [43] This significant role and the implications have been 
discussed extensively. 
 Algorithm driven platforms including social media websites, account for 67% of online 
news consumption. [15] The percentage is astonishing and statistics just confirm the focus 
with which the social media usage should be treated.  The social network users for 2017 
were 2.46 billion, one third of Earth’s population.  Fake news websites gain most of their 
traffic from social media referrals according to a survey during the US elections which 
proves that the rise of false information is linked to the rise of social media [58]  
The rise in the use of social media is clearly depicted in a survey by Statista showing a 
steady increase from 2012 to 2017 on the average time spent worldwide on social media, 
reaching 135 minutes the previous year. ([80], Figure 10) In the same figure another 
interesting element associated also with the spread of false information is the device 
usage as of January 2018 of Facebook, which is the most popular social network 
worldwide, with 95% of users accessing it via their smartphones. [82] Social media 
platforms serve as a tool for those who gain from the rapid spread of fake news raising 
several socio-technical challenges. [90] 
 
Referral data also gives useful insights, as in a relevant research has been found that “fake 
news” stories relied mainly on social media during the US elections in 2016. The top news 
sites had 10.1% of their traffic coming from social media whereas almost half traffic for 
the fake news sites came from social (41.8%). [58] Figure 11 
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Figure 11: Traffic drivers to real and fake news. [ 58] 
 
Taking a look at the subjects that circulated the most, in a very comprehensive study by  
Soroush & Aral published in Science magazine [114] conducted with Twitter posts from 
2006 to 2017, we can see that politics was the largest category, followed by urban 
Figure 10 Social media time usage & device Statista [80] 
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legends, business, terrorism. The histogram shows the total number of rumor cascades 
across the seven most frequent categories (Figure 12) 
 
 
Figure 12: Major Twitter fake news diffusion study from 2006 to 2017 [114] 
 
 
It is interesting to see how users accept this new reality, if they realize the problem and 
what is the impact that may have in their attitude. In the Flash 464 Eurobarometer report 
on “Fake News and Disinformation Online”, we see the results of a survey carried out on 
behalf of the European Commission in February 2018 collecting data from the 28 
member-states. [123] 85% of respondents said that they consider fake news as a problem 
in their country most of them also said this is a problem for democracy. In every country 
at least, half people said they come across fake news at least once a week, and 37% every 
day. Greece holds one of the higher percentages 74%, with 55% of the respondents 
replying that they encounter false information daily. Considering trust in various sources, 
47% trust online newspapers and magazines and this percentage drops significantly when 
it comes to online social networks (27%).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
According to a new survey conducted from July 30 to August 12, 2018, by Pew Research 
center concerning the news use Across Social Media Platforms for 2018 in the US, [76] 
68% of adults often choose to receive their news on social media, with Facebook being 
the most popular platform. Interestingly though at the same time they appear dubious 
on the received information, since 57% of them share the belief that the news may be 
inaccurate. Inaccuracy is the major concern respondents mentioned along with others 
such as bias and low quality. (Figure 13)  
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There is a paradox with the high use of social media for news and at the same time the 
low trust on the received information but also the platforms themselves. That could be 
explained from the benefits people experience when getting news on social media like 
speed, convenience and social interaction. [76] 
 
 
In the Reuters Digital News Report 2018 [100], we see a recent decline in the use of social 
media for news. While from 2013 there has been a steady growth it seems that this is 
changing now. (Figure 14) The milestone of US elections is probably related also but for 
the first time we see how changes in Facebook’s algorithm affect such an important 
metric. In July 2017 Facebook published a document committing to prioritize friends’ 
interests over publishers.  Later in August it announced a change in the newsfeed 
algorithm to decrease the clickbait articles and a few days later it released an enhanced 
ad preference option. On January 2018 Facebook announced again that it would alter its 
algorithm in order to decrease referral traffic to publishers by prioritizing posts from 
friends and family. [11,74,77,107] All these changes are depicted in Figure 15, a graph 
from Parse.ly showing the decrease of referrals from Facebook to news websites from 
February 2017 until March 2018. [100] This is a powerful example of how change in 
platforms policies may affect the news consumption and thus contribute to the decrease 
of false information spread. 
 
Figure 13 News use Across Social Media Platforms – Pew Research center [76] 
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Figure 14 Proportion using social media as news source. (last week base 2013–18) [100] 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15 Proportion of referrals to news websites from fakebook (Feb 2017–Mar 2018) [100] 
 
 
Our news consumption habits, like any other behavior, are shaped by some factors. 
Reuters Digital News Report 2018 [100] examines how different levels of media literacy 
might affect the news source people prefer. One of their findings is that people with 
higher levels of literacy choose newspaper websites whereas those with lower literacy 
level tend to prefer social media.  In the Eurobarometer survey respondents that had a 
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higher level of education said they encountered more often fake news but also felt more 
confident its identification. [123] 
 
If we could describe in one word this powerful connection of social media and the spread 
of false information that would be engagement. Defined as any interaction users have 
with online content depending on the platform such as, likes, shares, tweets and 
comments. Engagement is actually the backbone of social media and a vital part of any 
social media marketing strategy.  
 
In a very extensive survey focused in Twitter by Soroush et Al presented in March 2018, 
it has been proved that false information spreads farther, faster, deeper, and more 
broadly than the truth in all categories of information. [114] In the same survey it has 
been proved that humans and not bots are mainly responsible for sharing fake news and 
there is also a very interesting sentiment analysis. The reading of true stories evokes joy, 
sadness and anticipation while fake stories’ more intriguing and novelty character, evoke 
anxiety, shock, disgust and amazement. Thus, emotions and feelings do have an 
important role on our decision whether to share something in social media. The rationale 
behind that lies in human behavior and touches disciplines from linguistics, psychology 
and social science. 
 
 
 
3.1.3 Social media – Innovative characteristics 
 
Having seen so far, the rise and dynamics of social media as news channels and the related 
concurrent increase of false information dissemination, it is useful to study some of the 
most prominent characteristics of social media that contribute towards this implication. 
Online user experience is the holy grail for any website and application.  The way people 
experience news is affected by social networks. The newsfeed is a mixture of private and 
public posts, and news are intertwined with any other life activity. This friendly and 
comfort browsing experience is so different than the experience of visiting an online 
newspaper.   
We have already seen that 95% of users access Facebook via their smartphone. The exact 
interaction through which people receive information via their social media accounts, 
thus the newsfeed format and the mobile phone, allows little judgement of the accuracy 
of the perceived information. [47] When users receive information from socially 
proximate sources they are encouraged to legitimate the veracity of information, but they 
rarely check the veracity of the information they share [38]. This is pretty intense 
especially when access is done via mobile and among younger users who access 
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information quickly, without critical thinking, like a fast food philosophy for news -
consumption. [58, 123] 
It seems that social media’s playful character, makes users be more on a fun and relaxed 
mode while scrolling down, thus less reluctant to any post that might appeared irrelevant 
or suspicious of malicious content than when exposed to something similar on a famous 
news website. This is also related to the comfortable newsfeed experience where 
important and personal real-life. events are mixed with news. 
Social media has some fundamental characteristics when it comes to news creation and 
consumption. First it is very easy for anyone to edit, publish and distribute content. 
Second the information is now publicly consumed and at an amazing speed. It should be 
also noted that social networks discourage people’s ability to argue on the accuracy of 
the content, as false and real content present similarities.  [19] Social media have such a 
unique structure, not only in terms of distribution but also on news’s appearance which 
contradicts traditional news format. 
 
On the distribution part, content may be circulated without any validation control like 
fact-checking or editorial judgement. [58] For example, a piece of content like a Tweet 
which cannot exceed 140 characters can be considered news if it comes from an 
accredited sender. The concept of the information source is difficult to be discerned in 
social media and this is exonerated [38]. And since little attention is paid on sources and 
fact checking procedures, anyone can produce false or low-quality content as an 
authoritative legitimate source behind a fake profile or using sock puppets, with unclear 
malicious motives and spread it real fast. 
 
 
3.1.4 The dangers of radical Personalization  
 
Marshall McLuhan had said that the medium is the message, but in today's data-driven 
era of radical personalization, consumer is the message. It's been 22 years since Bill Gates 
declared the famous phrase “content is king” and here we are in a place where context 
shapes content. While information travels on the internet it is adjusted to various 
contexts and this has mainly been realized by the personalized algorithms running on the 
platforms side. Online platforms are formatting the structure and ranking of content 
based on personalized algorithms and this is a disruption digital world is facing. 
The newsfeed and search engines use sophisticated algorithms that adjust and rank 
content from the huge volumes available, so that they keep it relevant with user’s 
preferences. Human attention has a limited capacity [30] so providing relevant and 
sticking content that will keep users engaged for longer is essential.  Online user behavior, 
interests and browsing habits are usually the input of those algorithms. Actually, the 
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whole user browsing experience is much shaped by these algorithms, like for example the 
search results from a typical google search, is guided through previous searches of this 
specific user account. [13]  
The absence of news plurality caused by radical personalization can cause information 
bias. The increasingly personalized content can possibly create echo chambers or filter 
bubbles, since the recommended content is in line with users’ pre-beliefs and comforts 
them instead of challenging.  Filter bubbles or echo chambers is a phenomenon where 
people tend to agree with opinions that match their own believes, usually coming from 
people that share the same philosophy. [45]. In fact, research shows that even if we 
suspect that a message is false, when it comes from a trusted person, we considerate it 
as true. [95]. People spend time in echo chambers, because it requires less intellectual 
work. [96] Receiving information that does not contradict our beliefs is easier.   
 
World Wide Web Foundation founded by Sir Tim Burners Lee, funded a research in 2017 
to examine how Facebook’s algorithms control the information to which users are 
exposed. [127] They ran an experiment in Argentina in 2017, with six identical Facebook 
profiles that also followed the same news sources on Facebook. Some of the most 
interesting findings were the complete lack of exposure to certain posts, and that even 
users with almost identical profile received different exposure to different articles from 
the same news sites they followed.  
So, we see that even when people have identical profiles in terms of preferences, 
Facebook’s algorithm offers a curated experience, with diversified information. This 
filtering function seems to be based on arbitrary factors on which users have no control 
and sometimes they are not even aware they see an adjusted reality.  
 
The impact is that algorithms senselessly increase polarized news climate by limiting 
exposure to a variety of sources, making them less visible. [107,36,39] This operational 
model questions the impartiality of platforms related to the content that is being hosted.  
Social by design, the algorithm’s expected outcome may not be predicted, but it is very 
clear that there is lack of transparency and absence of choices on behalf of users 
intervening in the algorithm and thus formatting the received information. [7,76] 
Even though the word platform itself indicates some neutrality, this is rather deceptive. 
[46] Platforms do not just reproduce content.  They are a major partner of a complex 
ecosystem which’s critical operations like content ranking and advertisement placement 
are opaque. [19]  
 
Personalization may lead to biased amplification and echo chambers and this is one part 
of the price we need to pay. The second would be the existence of this black-box filtering 
logic which takes obscure inclusion/exclusion decisions on news and sources shaping our 
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information diet. In combination with the increasing number of users that choose to 
receive their news via social media, that could lead to information silos and a fragmented 
the news ecosystem which challenges a shared understanding of reality. Information that 
users receive online may shape their decision and have profound effects as we have seen 
on politics, societies, economies and cultures. Considering the multidimensional digital 
information ecosystem someone might say that, a thin line is drawn between freedom of 
speech, truth and transparency.  
 
 
3.1.5 The new online advertising model 
 
Digitization has transformed the news industry, placing market power and revenue 
streams from news publishers to platform operators who have the data to target the right 
users, with the right ads, on the right time and in an efficient way. [15] Social media and 
online platforms operate under complex business models that rely on monetizing 
visibility.  
Having studied the role of social media it is important to study also the new economic 
structures that fuel fake news and are also on the backbone of the social platforms. Online 
digital advertising has introduced major changes on how ads are placed and sold. The use 
of false information attracts more clicks to websites, contributing to increase of income 
from advertisers. 
 
Dipayan Ghosh, a former Facebook executive says that disinformation concerning the US 
election succeeded because it benefits from the strategy of the digital advertising market 
and is associated with Facebook’s role as an advertising platform. [3] The whole industry 
is built using sophisticated technology to attract user attention and sell advertising. 
Advertisers and platforms share common interests. 
 
IAB Europe, the European-level industry association for the digital advertising ecosystem 
in cooperation with IHS Markit, provide research reports highlighting the contribution of 
digital advertising to the European economy. [60] Digital advertising in Europe stands for  
37.2% of all advertising revenue while the market has doubled from 2012 to 2017 
reaching 48bn for total digital ad spend (Figure 16) with marketers spending €64.4 per 
person on digital advertising for 2017. The rise in mobile advertising is also highlighted 
expecting to double its revenues by 2020 reaching €22bn.  
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Figure 16. Digital ad spend: Historical perspective. AdEx Benchmark Study 2017. IAB Europe & IHS Markit 
[60] 
 
In their ADEX Benchmark report for 2017 [61] they present for the first time, social data 
as a subset of display advertising. Treating social media display ads separately is a very 
important milestone indicative of the power social media advertising has.   David Barker, 
Managing Director of a global digital marketing technology company finds this pivot very 
interesting as this growth has forced changes in major agencies, highlighting the 
importance of working with the right technology vendors who can empower them with 
their integrated platforms.  
 
The unprecedent data access social platforms offer, guides marketers to plan a whole new 
programmatic approach based on social media to uncover the customer journey. [7] That 
explains the growth of social display ad which also served as a crucial growth driver for 
display in general for 2017 (Figure 17) 
 
 
Figure 17 Social vs Other Display Ad Spend Growth in 2017 (AdEx Benchmark Study 2017. IAB Europe & IHS 
Markit 
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A comparison with the US and global market would be very interesting but out of scope 
of this thesis as we are studying these issues from another perspective, that of 
information disorder. The findings of the corresponding report conducted by PWC on 
behalf of IAB, only confirm that US actually affects the global market in such marketing 
parameters like in any other industry creating similar patterns. It’s worth to mention 
though that in the US Facebook and Google account for at least 90% of the growth in 
digital advertising market. [81,91] The volumes of course differ, since the total digital ad 
spending was $88 billion for 2017 with social media’s share at $22.2 billion, increasing 
36% from previous year. [106] Thus those tech giants almost monopolize the market 
creating a digital ad market duopoly proving their stronghold over advertising customers 
which raises concerns about monopolistic practices. 
 
These numbers explain why selling a product to the US Facebook audience market is 
different than selling elsewhere.  In Facebook’s earning presentation for the first quarter 
of 2018, we can see one of the most important metrics and that is the Average Revenue 
per User (ARPU). [49] The adverting revenue per user for US and Canada is 23,14$ 
whereas for Europe is 8,01$. So, a US Facebook user’s ad value is three times more than 
a European. US and Canada are Facebook’s biggest customer base.  (Figure 18) 
 
 
Figure 18 Facebook earning report Q1 2018 Results – ARPU [49] 
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For the Internet advertising model, the goal is to increase advertising revenue. This is 
done via increasing traffic using sophisticated algorithms. The veracity of the displayed 
content is of minor importance converting disinformation into hard currency [47] Data is 
an asset and there is a growing value of digital content. In the digital world, information 
is the new currency and the tech giants have proved that there are plenty of opportunities 
to monetize information. Since disinformation has some characteristics that make it 
spread deeper and faster than truth [114] the parallel to a hard currency is easy to 
imagine. 
 
In order to understand how the dissemination of false information might be favored in 
the online advertising world it is useful to study the underlying technology of 
programmatic advertising.  Programmatic advertising characterized as the future of ad 
buying is the use of software to automatically purchase digital advertising, via real-time 
bidding (RTB) and automation using an AI component to optimize ad runs. The system 
learns which campaigns will perform better. [63,71] The benefits for marketers is that 
they can create impressions and engagement, in an automated way using data signals 
from the customer digital journey. [40] This is actually the ideal situation of how this 
model should work but reality always has a price as it seems that quantity is sacrificed 
over quality. The automated open exchanges were associated with advertising inventory 
issues like bots’ fraud and brand safety issues.  
 
The main difference with the previous ad model is the complete lack of quality control or 
a verification process. Consequently, the outlet profile in which the ad will appear is no 
longer important, instead the number of clicks or views it will receive from a target 
demographic, is crucial and this is actually what the advertiser buys. In the below graph 
(Figure 19) by London School of Economics [27], we see the distribution path and 
incentives of content realized by digital ads using the advertising model described above. 
Here is a brief description of how it works. Advertisers buy programmatic advertising, 
meaning they actually buy clicks and views. Then the ad agency through an ad network 
or a platform like Google and Facebook, serves the ads to the users through an automated 
real-time auction. This auction is based on the algorithms described above that are fed 
with data about personal preferences. The advertisers are being charged and the 
payments are transferred to publishers while the intermediary (ad agency or platforms) 
also takes commissions. [27] 
 
Now the publisher from his side who could be an accredited news agency, or a fake news 
website owned by a Macedonian teenager like in the example described earlier, also 
works with the ad network and platforms. The goal of the publisher is to increase its web 
traffic by maximizing views/clicks to receive an increased revenue from the platforms.  
Sometimes the number of clicks is more essential to the intermediary and the publisher 
than the advertiser. So, the brand exposure next to questionable content is something 
the advertiser cannot control and raises issues of brand safety. All entities in this network 
benefit, with publishers getting the lion’s share. 
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Figure 19 How programmatic advertising works [27] 
 
 
One of the reasons programmatic advertising deserves such attention is because it is 
expected to account for 58% of total digital display expenses. [10]  EMarketer expects 
that by 2019, the programmatic digital ad spending will reach $9.23 billion in the US and 
advertisers ask programmatic tech players to fight false information. [87] The News 
Media Association (NMA) in UK in its submission to the Culture, Media and Sport 
Committee’s inquiry into fake news, [99] asked for an investigation into Google and 
Facebook and their role in digital advertising supply chain to tackle fake news. The NMA 
chairman emphasizes that this digital supply chain rewards the content distributors and 
that the impact of Google-Facebook duopoly on the media landscape, cannot be ignored.  
 
In April 2017 Yahoo BrightRoll conducted a survey with programmatic decision makers in 
the US.  Fake news is a major concern in the programmatic advertising community, since 
96% professionals are worried about it and 31% of them say they are willing to reduce 
their spending with partners that have been associated with fake news while 43% claim 
to end cooperation with fake news publishers. [32] This concern was increased after the 
US elections of 2016 where ad-supported websites were created consisting of fake news 
stories but attracted huge engagement especially via Facebook traffic. Questionable 
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content was ran even by legitimate publishers, exposing brands who saw their ads 
running next to false content raising brand safety issues. It is not easy to predict the future 
of programmatic advertising, but the reallocation of digital advertising revenues to 
Google and Facebook seems to foster the fake news industry. The false information 
operators exploit the Facebook and Google algorithms creating sensational content that 
lacks any quality control without any regard to accuracy. 
 
Now that we have taken a closer look to the role of social media in the information 
disorder ecosystem, emphasizing on some unique attributes, as a closing statement of 
this chapter we have gathered some main characteristics originating from our research, 
that foster the amplification of false information on those platforms. (Figure 20) 
 
The role of social media as news channels present major differences with the traditional 
news model. Social media as a news market offers extremely low barriers to entry 
whereas the absence of quality assurance points, editorial standards and fact checking, 
enables the dissemination of false information.  The social network technology backbone, 
where the ease of creation, amplification and dissemination by users, in combination with 
unprecedent speed, further allows disinformation to spread faster and deeper. From a 
technical point of view the presence of bots and fake accounts further support malicious 
actors in the dissemination of false information and cause large scale engagement. The 
underlying personalized algorithms operate in an opaque way allowing microtargeting 
with emotional ads according to users’ profile. This curated online experience fosters the 
formation of filter bubble and echo chambers. Finally, the accuracy-ignorant advertising 
business models based on content monetization, are disregarding quality over quantity 
contributing to the increase of information pollution. [114,58,19,43,13,30,90,131] 
 
 
Figure 20 Main characteristics of social media platforms related to the spread of disinformation  
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Social technology makes us witness something entirely new. A complex network of 
motivations for creating and spreading false information, advanced techniques for 
sophisticated fabrications and dissemination mechanisms, platforms for reproducing this 
content and of course with breakneck speed. The context in which disinformation is 
evolved also matters, especially when the media sector is going through this deep 
transformation. The role of the platforms is closely linked to news business, with their 
content monetization business models, acting as aggregators and distributors, exploiting 
network effects but without sharing editorial and quality responsibilities.  
 
There is no doubt that social media and ad agencies are amongst the key stakeholders in 
the digital information ecosystem which is undergoing profound changes. Understanding 
who is part of the problem is the first essential step towards solving it. 
 
 
 
3.2 Initiatives and practices developed to tackle information disorder 
 
Information disorder is considered a global issue, reported to have caused social and 
political damage even extreme violence in some. As a result, people are losing trust not 
only in digital but also in traditional news media.  Disinformation which is triggered by 
wider socioeconomic changes like economic factors, extremism, and cultural changes, 
[21] harms democracy and fosters polarization hampering the decision-making process of 
citizens.  
 
In this context key stakeholders have started developing practices and initiatives in an 
attempt of tackling the phenomenon. The first important step is to share responsibility 
for the spread of disinformation and the academic world has put some pressure on that.  
This leads to our discussion on identifying code of practices, actions, responses and 
policies released by platforms, institutes and state actors, search for similarities and see 
how these relate to the online adverting model and the platforms characteristics. 
 
We have identified major initiatives that have been developed to tackle disinformation 
by major stakeholders such as European Commission, Google, Facebook, Poynter and 
Unesco starting from 2015 until October 2018. In the below timeline, seventeen different 
initiatives are presented as milestones. (Figure 21) Of course our work does not exhaust 
all initiatives that might have been developed globally during this time. We have chosen 
to focus on EU for state-oriented initiatives and USA, the base of tech giants (Google and 
Facebook) who are the top actors of information disorder ecosystem.  
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Of course, other countries apart from Europe and USA have issued their own initiatives, 
or even law fines for false information spreading, like Malaysia who has been judged for 
getting closer to dictatorship [73]. Poynter has published a guide to map existing 
legislation and actions around the world that have been created to tackle disinformation. 
[28]  
 
Having our timeline as a guide, we will go through the key elements of those milestones.     
 
As we can see, in the first months of 2017 there is a high concentration of initiatives 
probably triggered by the US elections in November 2016 and the “fake news” 
discussions. Then after March 2018 we also see intense activity especially by the EU. That 
could be explained in anticipation of the EU elections in 2019, as there are worries for 
new scandals. [70] But actually, it is part of a broader plan starting on June 2017 when 
the European Parliament asked the Commission to analyze the fake news situation and 
legal framework and investigate the possibility of legal intervention to limit the spreading 
of false information. [44]  
 
The European External Action Service has been working since 2015 [50] to challenge 
disinformation campaigns recognizing the danger that fake news poses to democracy. In 
March 2015, the European Council’s action plan resulted in establishing East Stratcom 
Task Force to face disinformation campaigns of Russia. [41] Ever since Commission has 
issued a plan under the Digital Single Market strategy, to tackle fake news recognizing it 
as a threat to European values and democratic systems.  Important components towards 
this direction have been realized, such as a High Level Group of Experts, a public 
consultation and a Eurobarometer survey, resulting in the recently published on 
26/09/2018 Code of practice on Disinformation, a self-regulatory Code of Practice to 
address the spread of online disinformation, opening windows for regulatory further 
actions. (Figure 22) [50,44]                                                              
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Figure 21 Disinformation Initiatives Timeline 
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Figure 22 EU comprehensive plan to tackle fake news. [50] 
 
 
The International Fact Checking Network (IFCN) at Poynter dedicated to promoting 
excellence in fact-checking, launched a Code of Principles in September 2016. Thirty-five 
organizations from 27 countries were the initial signatories such as Factcheck.org, Full 
Fact, PolitiFact, Snopes and the Washington Post's Fact Checker. The signatories of the 
code abide by commitments for nonpartisanship and fairness, sources transparency, 
transparency of funding & organization, transparency of methodology, and a 
commitment for publishing their honest corrections policy. [4,57] 
Facebook and Google attached importance to the Code, when Facebook announced its 
third-party fact-checker should be signatories of this Code as a minimum requirement 
[12] and Google also highlighted fact checks produced by signatories of the code in its 
search engine results. This wide acceptance and trust led IFCN to launch a verification 
process in March 2017. The goal was to guarantee minimum standards through an 
evaluation process by external assessors. The successful completion of this process allows 
the signatories to carry a trustworthiness badge confirming compliance with the IFCN 
principles. (Figure 23) The first report of this verification process was released in March 
2018 to discuss main lessons from this procedure for example on how the standards have 
been put in place and opportunities but also the difficulties encountered. By the time this 
report was published 58 organizations had obtained the verification, while the applicants 
were more than 70 organizations. [62] That was a very prominent initiative as it is the first 
approach to establish an official assessment procedure similar to quality standards we are 
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used to seeing in other industries and could lead the way to compliance protocols for 
other actors of the information disorder ecosystem.  
 
Figure 23 IFCN Code of Principles Verification process [62] 
 
 
Platforms have been taking some measures such as blocking ads from pages that share 
repeatedly false stories, removing malicious accounts and trying to prioritize trustworthy 
publications. [59] For all those scattered actions there seems to be an effort to be put 
under a framework with coordinated activities. 
   
On November 12, 2016, Mark Zuckerberg Facebook's founder, expressed his opinion in a 
post that it was almost impossible for hoaxes to change the elections outcome, despite 
the BuzzFeed analysis and Pew research findings discussed earlier. An open letter 
followed by 20 fact-checkers suggesting that Facebook should put in place efforts for a 
more accurate newsfeed. Almost a year after that representatives from the main social 
media platforms found themselves testifying in the American Senate on the possibility 
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that viral disinformation spread on the platforms could influence the US elections. 
[121,130] 
A few days later, on November 19 Mark Zuckerberg shared a new post announcing new 
steps for tackling fake news describing it as a complex problem both from a technological 
and philosophical perspective. Possibly under pressure since its not usual to share 
elements of work in progress.  Zuckerberg refrained from holding the role of arbiters of 
truth instead he said prefers to delegate partial authority for that on community and 
trusted third parties. One of the main points was that of “disrupting the economics” of 
fake news, realizing that at least part of disinformation was enabled by Facebook’s 
advertisement mechanism. Other measures / ideas included improved false information 
classification technology, easier reporting for users, third party verification and flags and 
labelling of stories.  [88]  
On December the same year Facebook started placing red warning icons next to fake 
news stories assessed by fact-checkers. This approach didn’t prove to be successful as 
sometimes as Facebook said, it urged users to share the dubious links more often. So 
instead, it started displaying “related articles" from reliable sources next to disputed news 
stories something that reduced the share of hoax articles. [14] Facebook refers to 
signatories of the IFCN Code of Principles the most popular dubious stories that 
potentially violate its principles according to user flagging. If they confirm that a story is 
false, this will be communicated to users via the labels and appear lower in Newsfeed. 
[22] (Figure 24) 
 
 
Figure 24 Facebook Flagging & Related Articles policy [22] 
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Along with the IFCN verification process in March 2017, there were two other important 
initiatives. The “Joint declaration on freedom of expression and “fake news”, 
disinformation and propaganda” was an initiative by  United Nations Special Rapporteur 
on Freedom of Opinion and Expression, and was signed among others by the Organization 
for Security and Co-operation in Europe Representative on Freedom of the Media, the 
Organization of American States (OAS) Special Rapporteur on Freedom of Expression and 
the African Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights. [79] It identifies general principles 
to deal with false information issues, emphasizing a lot on freedom of expression, media 
diversity and and digital literacy on behalf of the states. Concerning the intermediaries 
and their role it emphasizes that any policies or practices about content regulation should 
be clear to users giving the opportunity to contest on any restrictive actions. 
Intermediaries should also research and develop technological solutions to tackle 
disinformation. The declaration generally resembles a legal document with articles, it is 
quite generic, but we see its contribution in identifying some relevant stakeholders like 
the state, the digital intermediaries, media and journalists.  
 
It is interesting to see how another tech giant, Google is responding, maybe by not 
explicitly publishing a policy of commitments, but by diving deep into its very essential 
technical operations which is not other than its quality rating guidelines for page ranking. 
Google contracts with quality raters worldwide to evaluate its search results. Raters use 
a set of quality guidelines that instructs them on how to evaluate quality of a website and 
the search performance, in terms of results meeting the needs of those who perform the 
searches.  [68] 
 
In March 2017 google updated those guidelines to tackle fake news, poor quality sites 
with suspicious scientific claims, clickbait and hate sites. According to Google low or 
lowest quality is given to inaccurate and misleading information presented as fact, 
fabrications, absence of source citation, websites that impersonate other sites, a website 
that looks like a news source, but its content tries to manipulate users. Also, for the first 
time clickbait titles are being targeted when the content is not delivering what title 
promised. Google also sets characteristics for high quality pages in terms of high level of 
expertise, authoritativeness, and trustworthiness (EAT). [68,108] The guidelines were 
further revised in July 2018 focusing on the reputation of content creators, a page’s 
beneficial purpose and intensifying the war against clickbait. [69] That is a very important 
milestone even though it raises questions, like how google decides for content. A careful 
look at the complete guide of 2017 and especially those parts created for disinformation 
reveals a fascinating relation with false information characteristics. Besides, judging a 
website for hosting / enabling false information should be in accordance with parameters 
when judging a piece of content. 
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Facebook’s next move was on April 2017 when it updated its work on fighting 
misinformation in Facebook for media website. Nothing really different than Zuckerberg 
himself posted in November 2016 apart from some improvements in ranking and 
reporting by the users. It also announced its cooperation with the News Literacy program, 
a national education nonprofit organization and its participation as a founding funder in 
the News Integrity Initiative, an independent global consortium aiming at fake news. Its 
mission is to promote news literacy, increase trust in journalism and help people make 
informed decisions. The announcement closes by a call out to other actors like technology 
and media companies, educational institutions to all work together for fighting the spread 
of misinformation and false news. [2] Similar to UN’s report again we see the main actors 
repeated, interestingly though Facebook avoids placing itself along with other 
“technology companies” instead uses the word “community” describing its role.  
 
In September 2017 a very comprehensive report was published often mentioned in the 
present work as well titled “Information Disorder: Toward an interdisciplinary framework 
for research and policy making” published by the Council of Europe as a response to 
growing concerns of member states for the implications of disinformation campaigns. 
[19] For the first time, authors define three different types of “information disorder”, 
misinformation, disinformation and malinformation which will be explained in the next 
chapter. They also distinguish three main elements agents, messages and 
interpreters and three phases which are creation, production and dissemination. This 
conceptual framework is very useful especially for tech-oriented approaches to map the 
correct tools with the correct elements or phases. In the last chapter they refer to 35 
recommendations for all involved stakeholders the same identified in previous works.  
Those include among other, suggestions for algorithmic transparency, data availability for 
initiatives, elimination of financial incentives, metadata provision to trusted partners, 
solution for filter bubbles, source debunking, regulation for ad networks, building on 
information literacy emphasizing on collaborative work. This is believed to be a solid work 
on which many future initiatives were built upon.  
 
Five months later the report of High Level Group of Experts (HLEG) was published. The 
report examines potential options to tackle online disinformation. Starting by the 
definition of the phenomenon and analyzing measures already in place by various actors 
its aim is to establish those key principles and objectives that will guide an EU strategy. 
The advice of this report is based on five pillars which set the basis for the creation of the 
EU Code of practice. Transparency of the information ecosystem, promotion of media 
literacy approaches, tools development for users and journalists, shield of media diversity 
and continuous monitoring and reporting the impact of disinformation in Europe. [45] 
 
Only 8 days after the HLEG report was published, Google announced its Google News 
Initiative to fight fake news and support journalism. The ambitious project is said to be 
focused on three goals, empowering quality journalism, supporting sustainable business 
models, supporting newsrooms through technological innovation. [5] (Figure 25) The 
company also announced that it would spend $300 million the next three years on related 
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projects. A partnership with the Harvard Kennedy School’s First Draft was also announced 
in order to launch a Disinfo Lab, which will use tools to combat disinformation elections 
and breaking news moments. [81] They also announced a feature called “Subscribe With 
Google” that will make easier the subscription process to guide readers to consume 
publishers’ journalism. It seems that the search giant has been put under pressure for its 
role as an enabler of disinformation and for the fact that along with Facebook encounter 
for 73% of digital advertising in the US.  A new project called MediaWise was also 
announced with partners such as the Poynter Institute, Stanford University and the Local 
Media Association to improve digital information literacy for young consumers.  [5] 
 
It is also worth to mention that the company at that time was facing severe scrutiny for 
its role in enabling fake news to propagate online concerning the Las Vegas massacre in 
October 2017. Google surfaced threads from controversial message board site 4Chan as 
people were looking to find out who was behind the shootings, which wrongly named 
Geary Danley as the shooter. The threads appeared on people’s search results. (Figure 
26) [111] 
 
 
Figure 25 Google News Initiative Website PrtScn [81] 
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Figure 26 Google search results scandal - Las Vegas massacre [111] 
 
Following the HLEG report and the results of a Eurobarometer survey the Commission 
issued in April 2018 the Communication "Tackling online disinformation: a European 
approach" where the overarching principles and objectives are set out as well as the 
challenges associated with disinformation online. [21] Offering a more in-depth analysis 
the principles are similar to those in HLEG report and include transparency of information 
along its production and distribution cycle, diversity and credibility of information and 
adoption of inclusive solutions. Commission also communicates with this report specific 
measures that it intends to take such as creation of an independent European network of 
fact-checkers and a secure European online platform on disinformation to support this 
network and researchers and exploiting Horizon 2020 work program to invest on 
emerging technologies that will further change the way information is produced and 
disseminated.  
 
European Broadcasting Union (EBU), an alliance of public service media acknowledging 
the importance of the HLEG report published its own position paper to provide input and 
recommendations by identifying practices, policies and initiatives. [43] Admitting the 
existence of a broader information disorder problem it explains the contribution of public 
service media, proposes measures for the role of online platforms and suggests future 
actions for public authorities. In the measures sections, apart from transparency of 
sources they also suggest transparency of sponsorship, so the users clearly understand 
the financial incentives. It criticizes, based on this, the E-commerce Directive which 
categorizes the digital intermediaries and aggregators as providers of “information 
society services”. Instead it claims that such platforms like social media need a clearer 
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regulatory framework that will capture their important role in formatting citizen’s access 
to information.  Concerning algorithmic transparency, they say that users should be given 
the option to consciously change the algorithms to control their newsfeed.  
 
In June 2018 Facebook claimed to be increasing its efforts to fight false news announcing 
some updates on their work. Those included the expansion of their fact-checking program 
to new countries,  tests for fact-checking photos and videos (edited or out of context), 
identifying duplicates of debunked stories, the use of machine learning to help identify 
foreign Pages that could possibly spread hoaxes to people in other countries and 
partnerships with academics like an initiative aiming to provide independent research 
about the role of social media in elections. [120] 
 
Looking at how separate countries have dealt with disinformation, a very good example, 
at least on a reporting and recommendations level, is the one by Digital, Culture, Media 
and Sport Committee, ordered by the House of Commons in UK. [55] Starting by definition 
of fake news, it touches subjects such as data targeting on social media platforms, digital 
literacy and examination of political campaigns closing with recommendations. Triggered 
by the Cambridge Analytical scandal the report is being quite harsh and critical on social 
media platforms.  Two chapters are dedicated in examining online political influence. The 
first, concerning the Russian interference through Facebook in the Brexit referendum, UK 
elections and Catalonia referendum calling for relevant investigation. The second chapter 
investigates the relation of disinformation and manipulation of election campaigns, based 
on the work of SCL elections a private company running campaigns. It is worth to mention 
that the company was an affiliate of Cambridge Analytica firm and they both shut down 
after the scandal. [35] The interim report suggests that tech companies should face legal 
consequences when failing to act against harmful content. It also requests full auditing 
and scrutiny of tech companies including complete algorithm audit, and investigation of 
fake profiles and ad fraud.  The ban of micro targeting especially when it comes to political 
advertising is also a proposed measure. Media literacy is also an important subject and 
they suggest that educational programs should be put in place in schools even for children 
to educate them on how to spot false information for example. The emphasis they give 
on digital literacy is obvious since they place it as a fourth pillar of education along with 
reading, writing and math. They also support on studying how the digital advertising and 
its business model affects the propagation of false information.  A common agreed code 
of ethics for all tech companies that will be developed in cooperation with governments 
and academics and it will be the backbone of the companies referring to it when 
developing new technologies is suggested. It also leaves an open window for regulation 
framework by the UK gov in case companies fail to adhere to this self-regulatory code. 
This aims to tackle the monopoly of tech giants as there are concerns especially with 
regards to the data concertation and their use. Finally, and similar to EBU’s report it 
promotes the creation of a new category to describe those companies (like Facebook) 
which are not exactly platforms not publisher.  [17,55]  
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Last September UNESCO has released a handbook addressed to actors of the media 
system such ass journalism educators, journalists and editors who are interested sharing 
information in the new digital information ecosystem. [18] The handbook titled 
“Journalism, 'Fake News' and Disinformation” is written in a syllabus resembling style with 
7 modules as part of UNESCO’s Journalism Education Series. (Figure 27) Adopting the 
conceptual framework of September 2017 report “Information Disorder” even though it 
is more an educational work it does make interesting points concerning news industry 
transformation, the contribution of digital technologies and social platforms in 
information disorder, media literacy and fact-checking methodology. It is getting more 
practical in module 6 where it sets some critical information verification questions for 
assessing sources and visual content. So overall, we recognize its contribution as an 
educational guide but also a navigation framework in the information disorder, including 
also some useful elements that could be extracted and used in an assessment method of 
future frameworks. 
 
 
Figure 27 UNESCO Journalism, 'Fake News' and Disinformation: A Handbook for Journalism Education [18] 
 
 
 
The most critical milestone all these years ever since “fake news” discussions started, is 
the recently published Code of Practice on Disinformation by the European Commission. 
[48] Developed considering the HLEG report and also all previous steps in the Tackling 
Disinformation framework (Figure 22), the code release in September with its annex is 
the first time that global industry like Facebook, Twitter and Google agree voluntarily, to 
self-regulatory standards in a battle against disinformation. The tech companies and the 
advertising industry presented their own roadmaps to implement with the code. It is 
worth to mention that signatories are not committed to signup for every commitment of 
the code. As specifically defined, they will sign up to those relevant to their products or 
services, their technical capabilities and according to their legal accountability under the 
EU legislation, depending on the role they hold in the creation and dissemination process 
of false content. 
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Well these conditions defined in the preamble also raises some implications. If we oppose 
different rules to different actors that means that we are fully aware of the role they play, 
and they also accept that role from their side. But we are not that sure that Facebook for 
example who claims to be a social media has accepted its role as an information source 
proved by studies and also its involvement in the information disorder ecosystem. 
 
The business models of the platforms are too complicated and also vague concerning 
their algorithmic operations, as we’ve seen in previous chapter. We are not sure that 
addressing one-dimensional rules work in their case. Any such policy or regulation 
demands that the actors acknowledge their complex digital footprint and the impact they 
have in the new information ecosystem.   
 
 Commission hopes that the Code is an essential step in guaranteeing transparent and 
trustworthy online campaign activities with regards to the European elections in spring 
2019. The Code covers a wide aspect of issues identified in other initiatives also earlier 
like the commitment to distort advertising profits for companies that spread 
disinformation, attack fake accounts and bots, commitment for transparency in political 
advertising, explaining users why they’ve been targeted, empowering users with tools to 
report disinformation, prioritization of authentic and relevant information, 
trustworthiness indicators for content and frameworks to monitor the spread.  
 
A few days after the Code publish, the Sound board of the Forum on Disinformation with 
members from academia, media, fact-checking networks transmitted to Commissioner 
Gabriel their opinion. [72] Their sharp criticism is based on the fact that the code lacks 
common approach, meaningful commitments, the absence of measurables KPI’s that 
would ease accountability and assessment, the absence of compliance and enforcement 
tools and thus no possibility to monitor any implementation process. They suggest 
independent fact-checkers and academic researchers should evaluate the situation in a 
regular basis ahead of the European elections and that the Commission should check 
whether the Code reflects the goals of the “Communication - Tackling online 
disinformation: a European Approach” [115] Concerning the key performance indicators, 
even they are mentioned in the code they take the form of reporting on the measures 
taken on their work on commitments rather than objective and measurable KPI’s. 
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3.3. Synthesis of the above principles and recommendations 
 
 
What we have seen so far are various initiatives to tackle disinformation involving 
suggested actions on behalf of the platforms, the state, the advertising industry, the 
research community, various organizations and the users. The list continues to grow, and 
we should not forget that initiatives from other countries and stakeholders have been 
developed as well which are not part of our study. More or less, the main stakeholders 
are referred in every single project so far and so are some of the main principles which 
are repeated. In the below table we have extracted the main principles, which are based 
on some general cornerstones those of openness, transparency and reporting tools. 
(Figure 28) As categorization criteria, we have chosen the actors from which initiatives 
originate or address to respectively. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28 Initiatives main principles 
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Users are a central entity for every initiative. There is a need for media and digital literacy 
via education programs. Concerning tools that need to be developed users should be able 
to report easily suspicious content and also have the option to alter the personalized 
algorithms controlling their newsfeed, thus contributing to a diversified understanding of 
reality. 
 
Platforms seem to bear most of the burden which is not surprising considering their 
important role discussed extensively in previous chapter. Platforms are urged for 
transparency concerning their funding, sponsorship and political advertising and 
algorithmic transparency. Especially about advertising and its connection with false 
information they are asked to eliminate financial incentives and explain why a specific 
user has been targeted with a specific ad, banning microtargeting.  About the creation 
and spread of content and information quality it is important to provide and prioritize 
diversified and credible information, monitor the spread of malicious content and attack 
fake accounts and bots by tackling computational amplification. Adopting a clear policy 
framework about content regulation which should be published is essential. Finally, as 
cooperation is important, platforms should provide data and metadata to the research 
community, foster collaborative work and be open to auditing and scrutiny procedures. 
 
State’s role is also very important always respecting the delicate balance between control 
and freedom expression rights. Its role should be to promote research and create media 
literacy programs. It should also monitor and report regularly on initiatives and the spread 
of false information. Concerning regulations, it could consider rules for good practices for 
the ad network by requiring transparency for ads. And as we have seen it happening in 
other cases like the General Data Protection regulation, maybe it is also time to examine 
legal consequences and regulatory frameworks. 
 
Media and journalists should also agree on policies and common frameworks and 
cooperate with research community. Of course, they need also tools and it is important 
to debunk sources as well and not only content. Advertising industry’s role is also 
important in reducing programmatic advertising and distorting ad profits for websites 
that promote disinformation. They should also be subject or suggest in cooperation with 
other stakeholders ad network regulations, adopt openness in providing data and 
promote transparency. About technical measures they have not been discussed 
extensively as each platform and stakeholder has its own structure but indicatively those 
may include flags & labelling of false content, false classification technology and solutions 
addressing they very important [phenomenon of filter bubbles. 
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All the above stakeholders form an interdependent network. We have depicted 
schematically the interactions in this network having the users at the center. (Figure 29) 
Green arrows depict input/feedback in the form of providing data and reports while red 
arrows depict initiatives or rules. The yellow arrows from and to the users mean that users 
should be able to interact with every actor in this ecosystem by providing feedback on 
disinformation or adjusting information diet preferences through algorithm transparency. 
At the same time, they should be able to benefit directly from any measure or initiatives 
to which they also provide their feedback. The users’ arrows also represent all media 
literacy actions that should be put in place. We believe it is essential to realize the 
direction of such initiatives and the necessary input and output for each pair of 
interactions in order to guarantee concrete and accountable future actions.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 29 Initiatives - Actors Interaction map 
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Additionally, many of the aforementioned initiatives are political driven especially those 
concerning ad regulations, micro targeting and echo chambers. It is true that political 
reasons are those that have actually triggered the whole disinformation discussion. 
Nevertheless, focusing only on disinformation related to politics encapsulates the danger 
of ignoring other emerging dimensions of disinformation such as in social, scientific and 
commercial related subjects including immigration, medicine and brand safety issues. 
Policies, actions and tools related to political propaganda might need to differ from those 
targeting immigration propaganda and those differences need to be studied also to avoid 
deficiencies.  
 
Considering the global scale of the problem it is quite essential to address it through 
global initiatives. We have the users, the platforms and the content that interact globally, 
the states that interact in a national level or EU, the organizations like IAB that also are at 
local level, the research community which addresses its work globally. So, we see different 
geographical levels of interactions and that could be a problem since the national 
boundaries and local legislation might contradict with the international character of 
digital information journey.  
 
This characteristic is quite unique, a universal network of interactions with global or local 
consequences happening at an unprecedent speed. Every single actor should assist in 
monitoring the digital journey of disinformation and from his own point of view act in 
tackling it, first by being proactive which is essential and then by establishing mechanisms 
and critical control points to minimize impact. At this point there is also the need to set 
some actual metrics and not only quality key performance indicators that will be able to 
prove progress through monitoring and provide ease of comparison and exchange of 
feedback. 
 
The fear of creating fragmented islands of information ecosystems each one with its own 
rules of dealing with information pollution, lacking a global view and perspective is an 
emerging one. Respecting the delicate balance between measures, the right of freedom 
of speech and the local legislations, there should be coordinated initiatives involving all 
identified stakeholders towards a common effort to tackle disinformation globally.  
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Chapter 4 – A systematic literature review of the false information 
taxonomies:  Typology of disinformation 
 
4.1 Introduction - Background 
 
Within all discussions, researches, initiatives and policies there is something really simple 
but absolutely crucial that needs to be clarified, definitions. A unified definition 
framework is a prerequisite especially when setting rules and discussing on legislation and 
measures to be taken to avoid confusion and misperception. Having already argued on 
the ambiguity of the term “fake news” it is essential to share a common understanding of 
the other terms introduced to cover the broad categories but also the different types of 
false information 
Every approach to tackle disinformation should be able to clearly define all different types 
and agree on a common language to avoid fragmentation. In order to grasp the 
complexity of the information disorder problem, we need to agree on a common 
vocabulary. When trying to tackle a multidimensional problem we need to be able to 
clearly define it. In the core of all these approaches is the types of false information. 
Various terms have been used to describe the information pollution problem with most 
common the one of “fake news” that became popular after the US elections. This research 
was triggered by the absence of a commonly agreed taxonomy of false information types. 
Each study adopts its own definitions leading to conflicts or overlaps. 
When suggesting a new taxonomy, it is essential to identify the categorization criteria.  
While some of the reviewed taxonomies referred in some general categorization criteria 
in the broader text, in most of the cases those were not explicitly attributed to each type 
of false information.  Among the challenges we also met, was the use of confusing terms 
for describing ultimately the same criteria. That, in combination with vague and 
overlapping definitions contribute to the creation of silos. At the same time some 
taxonomies suggested types of disinformation that did not have the same level of 
abstraction in their definitions. Thus, a broader category type may be found in the same 
group with a very concrete and narrow definition.   
Conducting a systematic literature review, we will examine the false information 
ecosystem from a theoretical perspective providing an overview of the most relevant 
research contributions around the existing false information types, definitions and 
taxonomies.  
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4.2. Systematic Literature Review   - Research method  
 
We followed a systematic literature review approach based on Kitchenham’s et al. 
methodological guidelines. The research of the articles started in the July 2018 and was 
completed in October 2018. By following this formal method with explicit inclusion and 
exclusion criteria, we intend to provide a replicable research review with minimal bias 
arising from review process itself. The procedure we applied was the following:  
1. Define scope and research questions 
2. Define search terms according to 1 
3. Select our sources [digital libraries]  
4. Application of search term on selected sources 
5. Selection of primary studies by application of inclusion and exclusion criteria on 
search results 
Scope and Research questions 
The main goal of this survey was to identify the existing taxonomies and typologies of 
false information categories published in literature. That means that first we had to make 
an extensive review of the taxonomies published. Triggered by the absence of a 
commonly agreed categorization, our next ambition was to examine if we could compare 
and combine those results, applying our own exclusion/inclusion criteria and suggest our 
own typology following a robust methodology based on logical questions and steps. 
Our approach consists of two parts. The first part is to collect all types of false information 
and after applying some pre-processing logical rules, introduce our own typology of 
disinformation types providing also a relevant glossary. During our research, we 
encountered additional types of false information that were found in the literature but 
were not under a taxonomy framework. We decided to expand our search and review the 
literature out of the framework of taxonomical models, extending our typology with 
additional types of false information having as an ultimate goal to further enrich our 
model. Towards the same direction we considered necessary to conduct an additional 
research on the internet to cover important material such as national research studies, 
and university initiatives that did not belong to the main libraries. 
 
Having concluded to a typology and in order to strengthen our work, we decided to define 
some categorization criteria referred to as dimensions, which could be assigned to our 
types of disinformation providing our own schema. Thus, our goal was to identify, and 
review categorization criteria of false information taxonomies used in the literature, 
select our own dimensions and assign values to each type of our disinformation typology 
through a mapping system based on our glossary. This is the second part of our approach. 
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Our research questions may be summarized as follows: 
1) What are the existing taxonomies / typologies for false information categorization?  
2) Can we consolidate the taxonomies in our own schema and suggest a typology? 
3) What are the categorization criteria for the identified taxonomies and can we propose 
our own and combine those dimensions with our typology? 
 
Literature review results  
An automatic searching was based on six main sources of scientific databases in order to 
receive the largest spectrum possible of all relevant publications. Namely:  
-ACM Digital Library  
- IEEE Xplore Digital Library 
- Science Direct 
-SpringerLink 
- Google Scholar  
- Scopus 
 
Based on the research questions, we led out some pilot searches in order to obtain a list 
of initial studies. The latter where then used as basis for the systematic review in order to 
find the search terms which would best answer our research questions. The following are 
the search terms along with synonyms used in this systematic review:  
1. “fake news” 
2. “false information” 
3. “disinformation” 
4. Taxonomy OR typology OR classification 
5. Categories OR categorization 
6. Types of fake news / false information / disinformation 
All the search terms were combined by using the “AND” / “OR” Boolean operators 
depending on the advanced search format of each library. This made the query more 
flexible to use in different electronic library search tools. In addition, we used “OR” 
Boolean operator in order to include synonyms of our keywords and find more relevant 
results. Where that was possible, we focused on title and abstract as we were looking for 
papers that dealt with this topic.  For Google Scholar we had to apply more strict search 
criteria such as focusing on title as the results were quite high in volume and repeated. 
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Inclusion and exclusion criteria 
The following inclusion and exclusion criteria were defined in order to find the papers on 
which we base our research: 
CR1: We excluded papers that studied the fake news categories from a very technical 
perspective 
CR2: We included only papers written in English 
CR3: We excluded publications that mentioned arbitrary some types of false information  
 
In Figure 30 we can see the Primary studies selection which are actually the results of our 
initial search conducted in the libraries. Starting with 1102 records and after removing 
duplicates, we scanned the title of 802 records, abstract of 160 and we concluded to 70 
legitimate for full text scanning. From those 8 were able to answer our research 
questions.  
 
 
Figure 30 Primary studies selection 
 
 
After carefully studying our list of primary studies including the citations, we have decided 
to conduct an additional research on the internet to extend our typology with types of 
false information that might have not been identified in the primary studies. Our aim was 
to cover important recent material such as national research studies and university 
initiatives that did not belong to the main libraries. Those additional sources are depicted 
in the Prisma diagram following. 
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In the below Prisma diagram (Figure 31) we can see the flow of information through the 
different phases (Identification, Screening and Eligibility) and the exclusion reasons. The 
difference with the Primary studies selection schema is that it maps out the number of 
records identified by other sources as well, apart from those initially found through 
database searching. The additional 15 records that were identified through a survey 
process on the internet as described earlier and the total search results are depicted. 
 
PRISMA Flow Diagram – Primary and additional records selection 
 
 
 
Figure 31 PRISMA diagram  - Primary and additional records selection 
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4.3 SLR Results  
 
Data extraction 
The data we extracted from our primary and additional studies were guided by our research questions. Our first goal was to identify existing taxonomies 
and typologies of false information found in the literature. In Table 1 we have gathered all the taxonomies where each column corresponds to one taxonomy 
from the 10 total records of our research. The following section includes detailed review of the identified taxonomies. 
   
Taxonomies / Typologies of false information types 
 
 
19 38 119 64 116 112  55 101 23 110 
Satire News satire 
 
Falsehood to affect 
election results 
 
Fabrication 
Misinformatio
n 
Fabricated content  Fabrication Satire 
Commerciall
y sensational 
content  
Visual based 
False 
connection 
News parody 
Falsehood for profit 
gain 
Manipulation 
Disinformatio
n 
Propaganda  
Manipulat
ed content 
Misleading content 
Nation-state 
sponsored 
misinformati
on 
  
User based 
Misleading 
content 
Fabrication Bad Journalism Misappropriation 
Opinion 
based 
Imposter  
Imposter 
content 
Sloppy reporting 
Highly-
partisan 
news sites 
Post based 
False context Manipulation Parody Propaganda Fact based 
 
Conspiracy Theories 
 
 
 
Misleading 
content 
Conspiracy 
theories 
Social media Network based 
Imposter 
content 
Advertising 
 
Ideologically opposed 
news 
 
Satire  Hoaxes  
False 
context of 
connection  
Intentionally 
deceptive 
Satire or 
Parody 
Knowledge based 
Manipulated 
content 
Propaganda 
News that challenges 
orthodox authority 
Parody  Hyperpartisan  Satire   Stance based 
 
Fabricated 
content 
 
 
  Advertising  Fallacy  Deep fakes    
     
 
Rumors 
 
 
     
     
 
Clickbait 
     
     
 
Satire 
     
Table 1 Taxonomies table from primary and additional studies 
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In chapter 1, we’ve seen how the term fake news became popular and served ever since 
2016 as an umbrella term creating confusion. We have also argued on the deficiency of 
the term itself by definition to cover all different types of false information that may 
appear online.  
 
One of the first approaches to give structure to the information disorder ecosystem, was 
by Wardle & Derekshan in 2017 [19] in a report published by the Council of Europe as a 
response to growing concerns of member states for the implications of disinformation 
campaigns. They presented the conceptual framework for examining “information 
disorder” identifying three different hypergroups of false information categories. (Figure 
32) They selected their groups based on how false and harmful types of false information 
is. The first is “misinformation” when false information is shared, but no harm is meant, 
the second “disinformation” is when false information is shared with the intention to 
cause harm and finally “mal-information” is when genuine information is shared to cause 
harm, often by moving information designed to stay private into the public sphere. Under 
the misinformation category they place misleading content and false connection. The 
disinformation is the richest hypergroup containing false context, misleading content, 
imposter content and fabricated content and mal-information includes some leaks, 
harassment or hate speech. They also include satire and parody without stating in which 
broad category those belong.   
 
 
Figure 32 Information Disorder Hypergroups and Types [19] 
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The importance of the introduction of these 3 hypergroups may be recognized taking into 
account that in the HLEG report by European Commission [45] the word disinformation is 
favored over fake news. The definition is further enriched to include inaccurate and 
misleading information apart from false designed to intentionally cause harm or for profit.   
 
Edson C. Tandoc et.al. [2017] [38] examined 34 academic articles that used the term ‘fake 
news” from 2003. They came up with six different types of fake news which are: satire, 
parody, fabrication, manipulation, propaganda, and advertising. One commonality among 
these types is how they all imitate the look and feel of real news. Trying to map those 
types in a model the authors consider two dimensions: facticity as -the degree to which 
fake news relies on facts- and intention to deceive -the degree to which the creator of 
fake news intends to mislead, measured on a scale from high to low. In the below figure 
we can see how four general types are created based on the levels of facticity and 
intention to deceive. (Figure 33) 
 
 
Figure 33 Typology of fake news [38] 
LSE Media Policy Project published a report on public policy responses on fake news. [119] 
Even though they agree on the ambiguity and misuse of the “fake news” term they do not 
suggest a new term. Instead they proceed with suggesting six different types of fake news 
including:  falsehood knowingly distributed to undermine candidate or election, 
falsehood distributed for financial gain, parody, bad journalism/ unsubstantiated rumor, 
news that is ideologically opposed and news that challenges orthodox authority. (Figure 
34) Unlike previous works they do not define categorization criteria like facticity or 
intention to harm. Their categories actually describe a variety of sociopolitical 
phenomena from alleged foreign interference in domestic elections to any view that 
challenges consensus ‘group think’. The suggested types seem to be more descriptive and 
content oriented. 
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Figure 34 LSE Media Policy Project - The 6 fake news types [119] 
 
In a report from Lund University ordered by Swedish administrative authority [64], the 
information influence activities are studied. Starting by analyzing different dimensions 
and strategies and moving on with meaning, context and narrative of different influence 
activities this very detailed analysis leads beautifully in the discussion of fake news as part 
of the influence techniques. They also favor the disinformation term over “fake news” 
and distinguish seven categories of disinformation: fabrication, manipulation, 
misappropriation, propaganda, satire, parody and advertising. Trying to discern their 
categorization criteria we can see that those are the intention to misinform / deceive / 
harm, the factual base of a statement and the entertaining character of the content. Even 
though their list of disinformation types is more or less similar to others their unique 
contribution is focused rather on the fact that they try to analyze the structure of 
disinformation. According to the writers, disinformation is generally employed using two 
approaches. The first is the constructive approach where new or alternative narratives 
are constructed, or certain parts of true stories are replaced with false ones to support 
existing narratives. This technique may be hard to spot as the manipulation maybe minor. 
The other is the destructive approach where noise is injected with volumes of unreliable 
information as such to be difficult to discern the original information. 
In an effort to study disinformation on the web and social media and especially its 
characteristics, detection mechanisms, impact and rationale, Kumar and Shah [116] are 
using “false information” as a new umbrella term but they only focus on three generic 
types of false information. Fake reviews, hoaxes on collaborative platforms, and fake 
news in social media. Even though they agree with the definitions of dis- and 
misinformation as seen before, using as categorization criteria the intent and knowledge 
they provide a rather ambiguous taxonomy consisting of four general categories as seen 
in Figure 35. So false information based on the intent to mislead or not the user, it may 
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be disinformation or misinformation. And according to the existence of knowledge, which 
is interpreted as factual base to our understanding, false information may be “fact-based” 
or “opinion-based”.  More detailed types of false information are given as examples, but 
this model doesn’t seem adequate to classify types that we’ve seen before. Maybe this is 
due to the narrow focus of the writers in specific domains. Another paradox is that it 
places disinformation and misinformation at the lower level, whereas in other works 
those are presented as higher-level categorization or even umbrella terms in some cases.  
 
Figure 35 Categorization of false information based on Intent & Knowledge [116] 
 
The term “false information” was also adopted by Savvas Zannettou, et.al [2018] [112]. 
Their suggested taxonomy includes 10 types of false information categorized in three 
groups based on their severity. As severity is defined how misleading and hurtful those 
are for the recipients.  The first group and most severe is called “fake news” including 
fabrication, propaganda, imposter content and conspiracy theories.   Well creating a 
hypergroup with the ambiguous name “fake news” is not such a wise approach.  The 
second is biased/inaccurate news including hoaxes, hyperpartisan and fallacy. The last 
group without serious consequences is misleading or ambiguous news and here they 
place rumors, clickbait and satire news. If we tried to insert in this taxonomy the facticity 
factor, we could say that in the first group there is probably complete absence of factual 
information whereas in the stories that are part of the second group they incorporate the 
truth to some extent, so there is a mixture of facts.  
In a report by Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee, ordered by the House of 
Commons, [55] the lower house of the Parliament of the United Kingdom seven types of 
false information are identified. Those are fabricated content, manipulated content, 
imposter content, misleading content, false context of connection, satire & parody and 
deep fakes. The rationale behind the selection of those types is not defined. Concerning 
the “fake news” term, they urge the UK government to reject it and use instead the 
agreed definitions of ‘misinformation’ and ‘disinformation’. 
According to Nicola Watts who is studying fake news from a brand safety perspective, in 
an article published by Singapore Management University [101], there are five categories 
of “fake news”. For this taxonomy truthfulness and the intention to deceive are taken as 
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criteria and the types are: satire or parody, misleading news, sloppy reporting, conspiracy 
theories and intentionally deceptive news. A misuse of the terms disinformation and 
misinformation is reported here, where disinformation is characterized as something 
completely fake whereas misinformation arises from human error or bias.  
Mali Lewis and Coral Luck [2018] [23] from RiceMedia UK used Collin’s Dictionary Word 
of the year [2017] to define fake news as false, often sensational, information 
disseminated under the guise of news reporting.  Studying the impact of fake news on 
SEO and digital marketing they identified five types of fake news including commercially 
driven sensational content, nation-state sponsored misinformation, highly-partisan news 
sites, social media itself, satire or parody. The fact that they suggest a category for social 
media as fake news type might sound odd, but they include in this category links of fake 
news that propagate inside the social media. That’s an interesting point but we think it 
rather makes sense from a technical point of view for example when studying 
dissemination mechanisms of disinformation, but it is not useful for a taxonomy. 
One of the most diverse taxonomies appears in a paper by Shivam et Al [2018] [110].  
Their categorization takes into consideration the content type of a news stories. Without 
rejecting the term fake news, they define it as untruthful content that is created in order 
to convince the recipients for its truthfulness. The suggested types are: visual-based, user-
based, post-based, network-based, knowledge-based, style-based and stance-based. For 
example, as post-based they define the kind of false information that mainly appear in 
social media so this is a category like that of RiceMedia [23]. We believe that this 
taxonomy fails to include all the different types already appeared in bibliography and the 
categories themselves give little understanding on the content.
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4.4 Our approach  
 
4.4.1 Part 1 – Creating a disinformation typology 
 
One of our research questions was to consolidate the taxonomies in our own schema and 
suggest a typology of false information types. In order to suggest a typology, we had to 
study carefully all the above taxonomies of Table 1. The first logical step was to gather all 
different types of false information from the taxonomies in one list. Our goal was to 
normalize the various types, detect commonalities and overlapping, exclude types that 
did not offer uniqueness and combine others under more comprehensive group names. 
Following this bottom up strategy will allow for a safe and fair result. For the validity of 
this step the creation of a common glossary where we can refer to was considered 
necessary. The glossary is presented in Appendix.  
Before moving with the data preprocessing of the false information types, we are taking 
a closer look at the taxonomies table. We observe many commonalities and some strong 
differentiations among both taxonomies and the types separately. We decided to reject 
three of those models for the below reasons: 
1. In [119], the writers failed to define categorization which weakens the taxonomy 
validity. Additionally, as already mentioned their categories actually describe a 
variety of sociopolitical phenomena so the suggested types seem to be more 
descriptive and content oriented.  
2.  Srijan Kumar and Neil Shah  [116] introduced promising but vague categories and 
definitions without emphasizing on normalized subtypes of false information. This 
model seems inadequate to classify various types maybe this is due to the narrow 
focus of the writers in specific domains. Another paradox is that it places 
disinformation and misinformation at the lower level, whereas in other works 
those are presented as higher-level categorization or even umbrella terms in some 
cases. 
3. One of the most diverse taxonomies is that of Shivam et Al [110] which cannot be 
easily compared to others. We believe that this taxonomy fails to categorize all 
the different types already appeared in bibliography and the categories 
themselves give little understanding on the content. 
The below Table 2 depicts the data cleaning process. In the first column, we have all the 
false information types. After a thorough analysis and the removal of repetitions we 
managed to list 22 unique terms derived exclusively from the 8 selected taxonomies. To 
have a holistic view of this spectrum we reviewed the literature out of the framework of 
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taxonomical models, so we extended our list with 20 more types of false information 
found in notable sources [31], [41], [131]. Those types were not under a taxonomy model 
but since they were published as false information types and their number is almost equal 
to the types from the taxonomies, we wished to enrich our initial catalogue to further 
strengthen our model. From these additional 20 types, three of them were kept up to the 
last stage proving that it was a wise thought to encounter them. 
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UNIQUE TYPES FROM TAXONOMIES  PREPROCESS SUGGESTED 
Clickbait Clickbait Clickbait 
Conspiracy Theories Conspiracy Theories Conspiracy Theories 
Deep fakes Rule A 
 
Fabrication Fabrication Fabrication 
Fallacy Fallacy 
 
False connection Rule D Misleading connection 
False context  Rule D 
 
Hoax Hoax Hoax 
Hyperpartisan Hyperpartisan Hyperpartisan 
Imposter Imposter Imposter 
Intentionally deceptive  Rule A 
 
Manipulation Rule A 
 
Misappropriation Rule B [Similar to Manipulation] 
 
Misleading content Rule D 
 
Parody Parody 
 
Highly-partisan news sites Rule B [Similar to Hyperpartisan] 
 
Propaganda Propaganda 
 
Rumors Rumors Rumors 
Satire  Satire  
 
Sloppy reporting Rule A [confusing similar to partisan] 
 
Social media Rule C [social media is a distribution 
channel of false information and not a 
category type.] 
 
Advertising Rule C [advertising is not a false information 
type, clickbait is] 
 
ADDITIONAL TYPES FROM 
LITERATURE [21] 
  
 
Bogus Rule A 
 
Bullying Rule C 
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Data pre-processing 
Having our initial list of 42 different false information types we had to configure some 
logical rules that would allow us to process this list by establishing inclusion and exclusion 
criteria that will provide a solid methodology. Moving from column 1 to column 2 we had 
to follow some logical steps, adopting rejection criteria and integration of types where 
needed.  As our approach is theoretical, we had to review the types from a user/recipient 
perspective with a common understanding and avoid too narrow, too broad, confusing 
or technical definitions that wouldn’t contribute to a clear categorization. The rules that 
we formed and followed were: 
Defamation Rule C 
 
Disinformatzya Rule C 
 
Doxing Rule A 
 
Error Rule A 
 
Fake Reviews Fake Reviews Fake Reviews 
False Balance Rule B  
 
Forgeries Rule C 
 
Hate speech Rule C   
Harassement Rule C   
Leaks  Rule C   
Lie Rule C 
 
Lying by omission Rule A 
 
Manufactured Amplification Rule A 
 
Pseudoscience Pseudoscience Pseudoscience 
Shitposting Rule A 
 
Trolling Trolling Trolling 
Typosquating Rule A 
 
Urban Legend Urban Legend 
 
Table 2 False information types - Data cleaning process 
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• Rule A: Removal of generic and confusing types / definitions [ie “intentionally 
deceptive” or “sloppy reporting”] or too technical [ie deep fakes] or too narrow 
• Rule B: Removal of duplicates by synonyms detection and avoid terms repetitions 
and overlapping. [same meaning different names] 
• Rule C: Removal of terms that were incorrectly categorized as types of fake news 
[e.g. social media or illegal types covered by national laws].  
• Rule D: Integration of terms and creation of normalized hypergroups 
One example of integration is the new type “misleading connection” that came from 
integrating the types false connection, false context and misleading content. Thus, in the 
second column we have the remaining 15 types after applying the four logical rules.  
For the final selection of the types that would be part of our typology, we decided to 
proceed only with those types of false information that fall under the disinformation 
definition provided by the independent High- Level Expert Group in the EU Report of 2018 
[45].  According to this definition, disinformation "includes all forms of false, inaccurate, 
or misleading information designed, presented and promoted to intentionally cause 
public harm or for profit". The report excludes types that do not have the intent to 
deceive, described as not misleading like satire or parody and also others forms of illegal 
content like hate speech and defamation that are subject to EU or national laws. So, the 
last column includes the final eleven normalized types that constitute our disinformation 
typology, definitions of which may be found in the appendix. In the below Figure 36 we 
can see a schematic representation of the steps described above. 
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Figure 36 Types of false information - Preprocessing schema 
 
 
The first part of our approach has just been completed. We have mapped all false 
information types that we encountered in our search, and after applying some logical 
steps we concluded with a list of eleven disinformation types that form our typology. For 
our typology we have also developed a glossary of definitions which is considered an 
integral part of our work. 
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4.4.2 Part 2 Combining categorization criteria with the typology 
 
The second part of our approach answers the third research question.  
“What are the categorization criteria for the identified taxonomies and can we propose 
our own and combine those dimensions with our typology?” 
It is essential to understand the rationale behind each categorization model, what was 
the reason of selecting each type and how these types form a taxonomy. When 
introducing a new taxonomy, the reader should be able to clearly understand each type, 
what are the differences between types and how selection criteria were defined. Being 
able to adequately justify any taxonomical approach attaches great importance to any 
form of categorization and allows future classification of new types without creating 
confusion. 
So for the second part, it is essential to start by reviewing what criteria do the existing 
taxonomies deploy.  Thus, we needed to identify and extract the categorization criteria 
from each study.  While some taxonomies referred in some general categorization criteria 
in the broader text, in most of the cases those were not explicitly attributed to each type 
of false information. In other cases, the taxonomies seemed to have been developed 
without following any rules.   After reviewing general categorization criteria of false 
information used in the literature, we select our own dimensions and assign values to 
each type of our disinformation typology through a mapping system based on our 
glossary. 
The following section describes the reviewing process, the selection of dimensions and 
provides a mapping table of selected dimensions with our disinformation typology. 
 
Making an overview of the basic parameters of false information those appear to be the 
motivation, the level of facticity, the impact and the verifiability. Using the basic 
communication model as an example for disinformation we have the agent the message 
(disinformation type) and the recipient. So, starting from the agent, understanding the 
motives is an important element. Motives may be economic, political or ideological to 
promote ideas or even to just cause confusion [101]. Economic motive is usually 
associated with adverting revenue and clickbait and is one of the most often.  [45,38,119] 
The goal of spreading and creating false information might be either to promote or to 
discredit ideas, attract audience and affect public opinion. [64]  
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Motives might be to promote or discredit ideas/ attract audience & increase sales/ affect 
public opinion. As motives might be overlapping it is essential to discern the primary 
purpose [64,38].  Even the fake news definition is guided by the intention dimension, so 
its role is important in deciding what is fake as the underling intent provides both 
theoretical and practical value.  [38,75] 
One of the many reasons the term fake news is rejected by the majority of writers is 
because of the word fake itself. The level of facticity is an important aspect of false 
information defined as the degree to which fake news rely on facts [38]. That degree may 
vary from completely false [fabricated] to a mixture of facts and false context or 
narratives or distortion of information or images.  [45,119] The dimension of falseness 
discerns different groups in [19], also called factual base [64] the absence of which makes 
the verification difficult [38] In some cases facticity is blended with accuracy [119,55] but 
we are keeping the facility dimension as the most widely accepted. The underlying 
techniques of adjusting facticity might be taking facts out of context or being highly 
selective with facts. [64] There is an interesting differentiation between opinion based 
false information where there is no absolute ground truth and fact based where there is 
a single based ground truth information which is fabricated or contradicted. [116] 
Searching how facticity might interact with impact or severity in an interesting study 
grouping false information types the most severe group contains totally or mostly 
fictional information where verifiability is difficult [like conspiracy theories] and the less 
severe group incorporates the truth to some extent. [112] Now concerning the impact, as 
this has to do with the consequences of dissemination of false information and not with 
the information item itself, it is generally accepted that impact may be high measured 
with real world consequences or through engagement and other metrics on the web. 
[116] 
Based on the above we have decided to proceed with three dimensions in order to map 
the disinformation types. (Table 3) The mapping procedure was guided by the 
disinformation definitions of our glossary. (See Appendix)  
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About the motivation our selection was rather easy, so our qualitative scale includes 
financial, ideological or psychological motives. Political motives are included in the 
ideological. We decided to include a fourth potential value for motive and that is 
“unclear”. We considered that necessary to cover cases where the primary motive may 
be unclear like in the case of fabrication. 
For the Facticity dimension we chose a continuum based on a six-labeled rating system 
used by Politifact the Truth-O-Meter ratings. [9] We are using three labels [Mostly True, 
Mostly False, False] in accordance to the levels of facticity described earlier which we 
define as:  
• Mostly true – The statement or parts of it are accurate and contains some facts 
but needs clarification or additional information. 
• Mostly false – The statement contains an element of truth but ignores critical 
facts that would give a different impression. 
• False – The statement is not accurate. 
 
Exploring the verifiability of disinformation content, a binary procedure was performed. 
We used trusted flaggers [Yes/No] as classifier answering the question “Is the message 
easily verifiable?”. 
Our mapping system is presented on Table 4. The suggested disinformation types from 
part 1 were combined with the selected dimensions and labelled according to their 
definitions. 
Suggested Dimensions Values 
Motivation Financial – Ideological – Psychological-Unclear 
Facticity Mostly True - Mostly False - False 
Verifiability Yes -No 
Table 3 Suggested dimensions 
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The fact that a particular type of disinformation can fit into more than one values of a 
dimension is an indication of the complexity of our problem. Ideally for a classification 
system each type should take one value, defining orthogonal dimensions, but 
disinformation does not allow mathematical treatment at least when studied from a 
theoretical perspective.  Definitions are not strict, and flexibility sometimes is the key to 
grasp the complexity.  
 
4.5 Summary and conclusions 
 
Our work may be considered as a starting point for clarifying the various definitions and 
investigate the broad aspect behind the ambiguous “fake news” term, by identifying 
various false information types.  We also believe that it constitutes a small contribution 
from an educational aspect, providing users with a coherent typology presenting different 
dimensions of the disinformation problem. We emphasize on the importance of 
definitions and the danger of placing everything under one generic and ambiguous term, 
since any type might demand different treatment.  
In this context the mapping procedure we followed allows for a further in-depth 
investigation of false information not only in terms of content, but by studying other 
important parameters like motives, facticity and verifiability that we encountered. 
Acknowledging the complexity of information disorder problem, we consider these 
dimensions equally important and we believe that they will allow a more focused study 
in the future. We also believe that our framework could be useful for a compliance 
Table 4 Disinformation types mapping table 
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assessment procedure for a certification based on standards where clear definitions and 
common language is essential.  
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APPENDIX 
 
Glossary 
 TYPE DEFINITION 
1 Fabricated Stories that completely lack of any factual base, 100% false. The intention is to deceive and cause harm 
[19]. One of the most severe type [88] as fabrication adopts the style of news articles so the recipients 
believe it is legitimate [38]. Could be text but also in visual format [80] 
2 Imposter Genuine sources that are impersonated with false, made-up sources to support basically a false 
narrative. It is actually very misleading since source/author are considered great criteria of verifying 
credibility [112,55,19]. [use of journalists name / logo / branding of mimic urls]  
3 Conspiracy theories  Stories without factual base as there is no established baseline for truth. They usually explain 
important events as secret plots by government or powerful individuals [112]. Conspiracies are by 
definition, difficult to verify as true or false, and they are typically originated by people who believe 
them to be true [58]. Evidences that refutes the conspiracy is regarded as further proof of the 
conspiracy [86]. Some conspiracy theories may have damaging ripple-effects. 
  
4 Hoaxes Relatively complex and large‐scale fabrications which may include deceptions that go beyond the 
scope of fun or scam and cause material loss or harm to the victim [124].  They contain facts that are 
either false or inaccurate and are presented as legitimate facts. This category is also known in the 
research community either as half-truth or factoid stories [112] able to convince readers of the validity 
of a paranoia-fueled story [53]. 
  
5 Hyperpartisan Stories that are extremely biased towards a person/party/situation/ event driving division and 
polarization. The context of this type of news information is extremely one-sided [i.e. left or right 
wing], inflammatory, emotional and often riddled with untruths. They contain either a mixture of true 
and false or mostly false thus misleading information designed to confirm a particular ideological view 
[112,89 ]. 
6 Rumors Refers to stories whose truthfulness is ambiguous or never confirmed [gossip, innuendo, unverified 
claims]. This kind of false information is widely propagated on OSNs [126]. 
7 Clickbait Sources that provide generally credible content but use exaggerated [56] deliberate use of misleading 
and unverified headlines and thumbnails of content on the Web with the goal of increasing their traffic 
for profit or popularity [88]. Once the reader is there, the content rarely satisfies their interest [86].   
8 Misleading 
connection 
This term was created by integrating the types of false connection, false context and misleading 
content. It means the misleading use of information to frame an issue or individual. When headlines, 
visuals or captions do not support the content. Separate parts of source information may be factual 
but are presented using wrong connection [context /content]. [19,55,101] 
9 Fake reviews Any [positive, neutral or negative] review that is not an actual consumer's honest and impartial opinion 
or that does not reflect a consumer's genuine experience of a product, service or business [65].  
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10 Trolling The act of deliberately posting offensive or inflammatory content to an online community with the 
intent of provoking readers or disrupting conversation. Today, the term “troll” is most often used to 
refer to any person harassing or insulting others online [101].  
11 Pseudoscience Information that misrepresents real scientific studies with dubious or false claims. Often contradicts 
experts [44]. Promotes pseudoscience, metaphysics, naturalistic fallacies and other [102].  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
